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Neutron
As the atomic energetic structure moves into a stable consonant vibration the steps toward form
manifestation begin. The first measurable or observable object to arise from the energetic
structure outside the atomic singularity is the neutron. The subtle wave forms begin to take
shape in spacetime like faint echoes emanating from the energetic structure. Space and ether
form a union; the offspring are neutrons. In a uniform fashion they begin to unfold; the gentle
transformation between the ether and dimension.1 This unfolding occurs in stepped gradients;
from subtle undetectable zones to the formed zones of the stable neutrons, these zones are the
pre-proton orbitals.

Neutron orbital zones - shown “unpacked”

The above image is simplified in two ways. The first is that the geometric shapes shown are
cubes; in actuality the geometric shapes mimic the proton-electron structure (see chapter 2,
“Ajax McIntosh Model”). The neutrons follow the same sets of Platonic solid ascension of
complexity. The second is the nested aspect. All the neutron orbitals reside inside each other,
nested all the way down to just outside the singularity.

The evolution of the pre-manifest neutron has extremely subtle origins. A combination of a
churning yin/yang symbol and a newly or loosely forming torus, the chargeless entity begins the
process of duality emergence. The ether is transformed into electromagnetism unmanifest. The
top view of the torus shows the early stage formation of the phi relationship between the electric
and magnetic.

1 The true number of neutrons for all atoms far exceeds what is currently known.
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3 nested tori - stable,
detectable neutron

The so-called neutral particle, the pre-manifest neutron, is more of a cross between the yin-yang
symbol and a torus. The first inklings of form manifestation stir the ether into action. Taking
direction from its energetic structure, the ether churns and conjures up early stage duality. The
eigenmode wave patterns converge and a neutral entity arises - neutral in terms of charge,
though non-neutral in terms of binary manifestation. These single loosely formed tori make the
way for space - the emergence of the white vortex singularity begins here.

In layers of increasing complexity neutron orbitals emerge outward from the atomic singularity.
As spacetime is merging with etheric energies the neutrons step into apparent solidity.
Gradients of symmetry and complexity emerge. Beginning with the most subtle shadows of
particles, primitive ether perturbations morph into a single torus, then extend into shadow
orbitals, then into nested tori within themselves. They are refining the package of frequencies,
preparing charge to appear. Three nested tori stabilize; the analog unveiling of form first
becomes apparent via the neutron – the DNA of the atom, establishing its identity.

Neutron (stable) - three nested tori, chargless

Neutron Orbitals
The neutron orbitals is the zone providing the specific foundation for the electromagnetic
standing wave of the atom - the zone between the atomic singularity and the proton orbitals.
Most of the action takes place here, in this unknown area just outside the singularity - the
boundary of spacetime. This is the preparation area of atomic electromagnetic energy
formation. The neutron orbitals are established in symmetrical fashion; they follow the symmetry
of the Platonic solids in much the same way the subsequent proton-electron pairs unfold as
each element grows in complexity.



The image below depicts a simple 2-orbital neutron example. Each orbital shown is in the shape
of a cube for simplicity. Neutrons are located at the vertices of the cube. The innermost cube
represents the first detectable 3-tori deep neutrons, the first “neutron shell”. The next cube
represents - in this case - the outermost neutron orbital, again in the shape of a cube.

Two cube-shaped neutron orbitals “inside” the first proton orbital

If we zoomed into each spherical neutron we would actually see each neutron as 3-nested tori
rapidly churning, so to speak; curling and rotating in a stable polyrhythmic fashion, preparing for
charge. Further, each orbital as a whole would be spinning, revolving around an invisible
north-south axis. Each orbital is independent of the others.

Eight stable neutrons of a single cubic orbital rotating about a north-south axis



The emergence of this neutral force becomes active. While uncharged, it is powerful – the
gatekeeper to the void. Like a transducer, the neutron is converting formless energy into formed
atoms.

The first atomic event horizon - the boundary between neutron and proton orbitals - the neutron event horizon

Regardless of the complexity of the atom, this is the outer boundary for neutrality. It marks the
edge of the neutral event horizon where the positive event horizon now begins - this is the area
of proton formation.

Think of an atom as a standing wave, the stable peak of frequencies converging. Each element,
in a sense, can be thought of as an octave of its predecessor; all these octaves are resonating
together, more or less defining space/time dimension. Neutrons and their orbitals are performing
a similar function, each orbital providing a vibrational foundation for the next. They are
upholding existence, for that given dimension. If you reverse engineer an atom it's like looking
under the hood, then into the motor, then into the gears, and so on. Go deep enough and
explicit spacetime diminishes. Tending towards unification, formless.

Neutron Model
Every cosmological body has a different vibratory signature. The combination of the body’s
unique vibratory identity, gravity, and current sojourn and trajectory through cosmological
vibratory patterns2 determines the spectrum of elements it can sustain. Currently it is believed
there are roughly 118 elements planet Earth can claim are stable and identifiable as individual
atoms. Over time this changes. There are new elements currently forming and soon to be

2 The “resident frequency” - the combination of an entity-planet’s state of evolution, gravity, and external
vibrational input (composed of dimension and universal frequencies).



discovered as the Earth evolves. Another planet seeming very similar to Earth would have a
completely different set of vibratory conditions; their periodic table of elements could be quite
different. It is the job of the neutron to sort this out.

Atomic vibrational spectrum is dynamic

The vibrational atomic spectrum can be thought of as a pressure band. Given the five atomic
energetic structures lurking in the ether available for planet Earth, a dynamic and specific atomic
spectrum allows our current elements to manifest. The analog unfolding from one element to
another involves a very subtle introduction of gradients of neutron involvement. Every element
has many emanations of itself - the isotopes of identity. The number of neutrons and the
resonance established by the complex neutron orbitals are the determining factors of atomic
identity and stability.

Isotopes
There is an important relationship between the number of isotopes an element has and its
location in the periodic table. Taken as a whole, the vibratory signature of Earth produces the
current elements we know. This atomic spectrum of vibration has hydrogen at one end and the
heaviest elements at the other end. Elements at each end of the spectrum have the fewest
isotopes. As this spectrum phases in and out of available manifestation properties the capacity
for variation diminishes - isotopes numbers are lowest. As the spectrum resonantes toward the
center capacity for variation is maximized. That central range of elements carries the greatest
number of isotopes.



The total atomic spectrum is exerting a pressure on spacetime. The emergence of the lighter
elements are in a way a warm-up for the entire atomic spectrum. As the elements resonate
closer to mid-range the possibilities increase. Once the crescendo is reached the warm-down
begins. The possibilities now decrease at the same rate, and fade away as emergence is no
longer possible. The bell curve of symmetry can be superimposed to show how the neutron
controls isotopes.

The above graph displays all isotopes per element - stable and unstable. Below is another
graph showing only the stable number of isotopes per element. The same general trend is
followed, where maximum stability is reached in the mid-range.

The number of isotopes - or an atom’s version of itself - is determined by the element’s location
in the periodic table.



Number of Neutrons
Generally, the total number of neutrons for any given element is directly related to its atomic
mass; the more protons, the more neutrons. This is a different way to look at the atomic
spectrum and how the vibrational pressure emerges and is sustained. As a whole, there is more
or less a fixed emergence pressure available via Earth’s vibrational footprint. As we saw earlier,
for isotopes, the key to their emergence and stability is mid-range atomic frequencies. But for
the raw ability to manifest another proton - atomic identity - more neutrons are needed. Nature
simply has to keep providing the neutron orbital zone a foundation for subsequent proton
manifestation. When that vibratory capability ceases, new atomic formation ceases.

Frozen Light
The neutron is the bridge between the form and formless. Its subtle gradients are currently
undetectable as they emerge from the singularity; as they extend outward they become more
apparent, forming into so-called particles. There is a peak manifestation point - the momentum
of “x” number of neutrons unleashes a force where proton formation can be sustained. This
standing wave of atomic vibration is frozen light - the atom.

Like an oscillating sine wave, each peak is a little higher, a little more amplitude. The neutron
orbitals guide each element into existence. What we call form and particles is really an ever
ascending etheric trail of frequencies ushering in another form of creation. What we view as our
apparent solid reality is really a snapshot view - one stop motion frame at the tip of the iceberg.



Each peak of the wave is another snapshot - an atom

Rather than viewing atomic identity as being dependent on the number of protons, it is more
accurate to say atomic identity is dependent on the number and gradients of neutrons available.
And this, of course, is dependent upon the resident frequency. It is the neutron that provides the
range of manifestation for any given atom.



Gradients of spacetime

The element’s energetic structure sends forth the signal for manifestation. The neutrons are the
amplitude; they carry specific atomic DNA. Like the final crack of a whip, the snap is the atom.
The peak amplitude is reached, and the retreat back to the void leaves a trail of isotopes.

From our point of view, stability appears...stable. We are on the outside of the element’s final
event horizon, the magnetic field of the outer shell. Cross the various atomic event horizons -
the magnetic electron, the proton, then finally the neutron - and stability is now relative.
Spacetime is transformed, and matter is traded for formlessness.



The periodic table of elements - the atomic spectrum - is not the same everywhere

How the available frequencies interact between the atomic energetic structures and host
planet’s vibrational footprint determines the subsequent atomic formation. The atomic energetic
structure drives forth a set of frequencies that begin to emerge as musical chords, where the
whole is greater than the sum of the parts. The seeming act of creation is revealed as a
transducer. The neutron is the mechanism to convert subtle energies into eventual form.


